West Deptford Soccer Club
Board Meeting 4/30
7:30 PM
General Meeting adjourned prior to my arrival.
Executive Board Meeting 8pm
Attendees: Nancy Monte-Carlo, Luis Varela, Pete Schultes, Michael O’Loughlin, Rick Nichols, Lew Hunter,
Jay Bassett, Kerry Petrillo, Mark Ellison, Matt Moore, Hunter Kintzing
Meeting Summary:
Nancy welcomes Matt Moore-acting field coordinator
Nancy going forward, hoping for better cooperation with field/township parks dept.
Goal and field issues:
Lew-no nets on G for his tryout, Nets & goals constantly moved
We have nets & Frames-why are they moved?
Michael-they don’t want to because? Cutting or people may use them?
Pete-suggest using G/H for practice.
Matt will talk to John. Rick-let’s make sure goals are in the right place.
Jay will follow up with Matt Moore with field schedule.
Jay Rittesnsbacher wants U19 on A. Lew suggested they go on B from 6:30-8. Jay will follow-up
Lighting: Pete advised that new lighting would run about 300K. Lew-are there any loans? Green acres
funding? Nancy will follow-up.
Bulbs are out- town has replacement parts. Matt will follow-up.
Backstops: why are they still there? Who owns them? Why can’t they be removed. Does baseball want
them?
SJGSL/SJBSL moving to US Club Soccer:
Dual carding ok
Concern about costs.
Michael concerned that the US Club registration system (gotsoccer) is not as good as Team Connect.
Team Connect advantage is that parents enter the information. Concern about support.
Lew advised that there may be more functionality in gotsoccer.
Lew pointed out that there is no alternative other than to go with the SJGSL.
Nancy looked at options and sees no other option but to go with SJGSL. JAGS? Jay advised not a good
league.

Deptford is leading a revolt and Nancy will investigate. Wash Twp, Cohansey, East Greenwich also on
email.
Nancy wants to know what kind of incentives are they giving the clubs to stay? Off-set costs?
Lew advised have to be careful.
Jay is hopeful that there will be a way to upload the information from bluestar and transfer it to the new
system.
July/August SJGSL and SJBSL will be under US Club Soccer.
Tournaments will be unrestricted. If it’s a restricted tournament, you need to get your passes approved.
Pete is reading US Club Soccer’s packet. The only difference is that they require athletic trainers and
physicians depending on field layout and size of tournament.
Also, can’t have mixed passes on same team.
RECREATION PROGRAM: Nancy advised that there shouldn’t be any changes with the Rec Program. Jay
advised that we can continue using Blue Star-Team Connect.
Last Action item:
Nancy will respond to Paul from the league and cc Jay on the response. Nancy motion to stay with the
SJ Boys and Girls leagues for at least the next year.
Rick Nichols 2nd. Motion passed to stay with SJ League.
Michael- do we need to modify by-laws?
Equipment: Lew said he needs soccer balls. Why don’t we get soccer balls? Ball bags? Pinneys?
Benches?
Jay suggested that we do what he did with the U8s and put together a kit. PUGG Nets, balls.
MICROS
Rick- where to store the new micro goals. Jay thinks they will fit in the shed. Shed needs to be cleared
out. Can we get a bigger shed?
Rick wants to stay at WD Park in the spring and fall and NOT move to Riverwinds.
Jay/Craig advised that he may take his 2007 girls team to the EDP league. Nancy said we will wait until
we hear back from Jay/Craig. Nancy suggested not voting on it until a decision has been made.
Rick votes to adjourn. Kerry agrees.

